Vita-Assay™ Method of Enrichment and Identification of Circulating Cancer Cells/Circulating Tumor Cells (CTCs).
The ability to capture, enrich, and propagate circulating cancer cells/circulating tumor cells (CTCs) for downstream analyses such as ex vivo drug-sensitivity testing of short-term cultures of CTCs, single cell sorting of CTCs by fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS), animal injection tumor and/or metastasis formation studies, next generation sequencing (NGS), gene expression profiling, gene copy number determination, and epigenomic analyses is of high priority and of immense importance to both the basic research and translational/clinical research communities. Vitatex Inc.'s functional cell separation technology, constructed as Vita-Assay™ (AG6W, AN6W, AR6W) culture plates, is based on the preferential adhesion of invasive rare blood cells of tissue origin to a tissue or tumor microenvironment mimic-the so-called cell adhesion matrix (CAM), which has a demonstrated ability to enrich viable CTCs from blood up to one-million fold.The CAM-scaffold allows for the functional capture and identification of invasive CTCs (iCTCs) including invasive tumor progenitor (TP) cells from cancer-patients' blood. CAM-captured CTCs are capable of ingesting the CAM (CAM+) itself. Green and red fluorescent versions of Vita-Assay™ (AG6W and AR6W) allow for direct visualization of CAM-uptake by cancer cells. Vita-Assay™ CAM-enrichment has allowed for sensitive multiplex flow cytometric and microscopic detection of iCTCs from patients with cancers of the breast, ovary, prostate, pancreas, colorectum, and lung; it has also been successfully utilized for ex vivo drug-sensitivity testing of ovarian-cancer patient CTCs. The CAM enrichment method is equally suitable for the separation of iCTCs and TP cells in ascites and pleural fluid.